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Previously available as Wedding Survivor (Thrillseekers Anonymous series). When a wedding
plannerâ€™s first gig teams her up with a sexy stuntman, will she crash and burnâ€¦or be airlifted to
love? Tall, lithe ex-stuntman Eli McCain may speak with a Texas drawl, but this modern-day cowboy
prefers hurricane windsurfing to herding cattle. Along with three friends, he cofounded Thrillseekers
Anonymous, an extreme sports club that caters to the ultrarich and superfamous. But when the club
agrees to stage a hugeâ€”and hugely profitableâ€”extreme sportsâ€“themed celebrity wedding, Eli
gets furious; heâ€™s still bitter about getting jilted at the altar and wants nothing to do with veils or
vows. Copper-haired chatterbox Marnie Banks dove headfirst into wedding planning after she was
laid off from a dot-com start-up. The union of megawatt stars Olivia Dagwood and Vincent Vittorio
may be her first solo wedding job, but it could make all her dreams come true: Sheâ€™ll make
Hollywood connections. Sheâ€™ll finally move out of her parentsâ€™ house. And sheâ€™ll meet a
decent guy, for once. But when the wedding turns from extreme to extremely disastrous, Eli and
Marnie must work together against the elements, their bickering clients, and their own smoldering
attraction to save the day. Will the sparks flying between them ignite into something real and
passionateâ€¦or will they both end up burned?
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What do you get when you cross a mind numbing chatterbox wedding planner and a rough and
ready sexy stunt coordinator/daredevil? Well, it just might be the makings of a Wedding
Survivor!Marnie Banks gets the chance of a lifetime to get her foot in the proverbial door of being a
wedding planner to the stars. It is through the coordination of the Thrillseekers Anonymous to pull
off the wedding of the century for the ultra famous movies stars, Vincent Vittorio and Olivia
Dagwood, without the press getting wind of the event. Since Eli McCain is one of the foundering
members of this elite group of daredevils it is his job to work closely with Marnie.At first, it seems like
Eli and Marnie are only going to bump heads and fling insults at each other. As things progress, the
sexual attraction grows between them, getting stronger with each encounter. It is when the wedding
goes haywire; cutting them off from the main lodge when a rope bridge is damaged that true survival
feelings emerge. Now, get ready for the fur to fly, but in the most sexual of meanings!Wedding
Survivor is the newest release by author Julia London. From the moment you crack open this book
the characters are all over you; immediately sending the readers into fits of hysterics! Leave it to Ms.
London to pen something totally entertaining in printed word. Outstanding! The characters range
from dingbat to bold and everything in between. Take your pick; they all add up to hilariously
engaging!A word of advice: plan on a no-holds-barred reading marathon, because once you pick
this book up, you will not be putting it down!It has only been one year since Eli was practically left at
the alter and this wedding is an event he dreads.

Olivia Dagwood and Vincent Vittorio are two of the hottest stars of the big screen. They decide to
wed, but want to do it with a thrilling twist. This couple wants to go into the San Juan Mountains for
canyoning, followed by an elaborate wedding with nature surrounding them and the stars above
them. They hire Eli McCain of Thrillseekers Anonymous "TA" to make it happen.Eli and his TA
partners have no problem with the canyoning. They are extreme-sports enthusiasts who have
tackled every high risk adventure imaginable. Kite surfing on hurricane winds is minor stuff for these
stuntmen. However, when it comes to arranging wedding, they are clueless. So they set up
auditions to hire a wedding coordinator.Marnie Banks is thrilled to get the job. She has dreams of
making connections in Hollywood and becoming THE wedding planner of the stars. Easier said than
done, because Olivia and Vincent break up and make up almost daily. Even worse, Olivia keeps
changing her mind on how she wants the wedding done. Then there is Eli. He may be the stunt

coordinator and look like every woman's fantasy, but he knows next to nothing about the finer things
in life. Still, whenever Marnie and Eli are together things heat up in the romance department.Then a
freak storm comes up one night. Eli, Marnie, the wedding couple, and a chef are stranded on the
wrong side of a ravine. They have only meager supplies and their lives become like a "Survivor" TV
episode. But all the guests on the right side of the ravine have popped open the expensive
champagne and are having the party to beat all parties! Sometimes it seems as though Life peels
the lemons and rolls them in mud before giving them to you. But Marnie and Eli will find another way
to make lemonade.
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